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A quality investment for years of comfortable typing under heavy office use.

Full-size, comfortable palm rest
Provides extra comfort to keep employees productive throughout the day.

Spill-resistant design
Helps protect your investment from losses caused by common office spills like coffee.1

Modern, elegant profile
Sophisticated design helps create an attractive workspace that employees enjoy.

Nearly-silent, low-profile keys with smooth action typing
Ensure comfortable and quiet typing around the office.

Keys designed to withstand up to 10 million keystrokes
Keys are designed to take years of heavy office use, protecting the longevity of your investment.

Full-size keyboard layout with shortcut keys
All computing control tools are intuitively designed for easy reach.

High-quality, padded key prints with UV coating
Prevents letters and numbers from wearing down over time, minimizing employee requests for a replacement keyboard.

Tilt legs
Set the angle of the keyboard so it fits just right.

LED notification center
Visually signals the typing mode - caps, scroll, number lock

USB plug-and-play setup
Works right out of the box for maximum efficiency — no software installation required.

Zusammenfassung

A quality investment for years of comfortable typing under heavy office use.

Full-size, comfortable palm rest



Provides extra comfort to keep employees productive throughout the day.

Spill-resistant design
Helps protect your investment from losses caused by common office spills like coffee.1

Modern, elegant profile
Sophisticated design helps create an attractive workspace that employees enjoy.

Nearly-silent, low-profile keys with smooth action typing
Ensure comfortable and quiet typing around the office.

Keys designed to withstand up to 10 million keystrokes
Keys are designed to take years of heavy office use, protecting the longevity of your investment.

Full-size keyboard layout with shortcut keys
All computing control tools are intuitively designed for easy reach.

High-quality, padded key prints with UV coating
Prevents letters and numbers from wearing down over time, minimizing employee requests for a replacement keyboard.

Tilt legs
Set the angle of the keyboard so it fits just right.

LED notification center
Visually signals the typing mode - caps, scroll, number lock

USB plug-and-play setup
Works right out of the box for maximum efficiency — no software installation required.

Logitech Keyboard K280e for Business, Full-size (100%), Wired, USB, Membrane, QWERTZ, Black

Logitech Keyboard K280e for Business. Keyboard form factor: Full-size (100%). Keyboard style: Straight. Connectivity technology:
Wired, Device interface: USB, Keyboard key switch: Membrane, Keyboard layout: QWERTZ, Keyboard number of keys: 104. Wrist
rest. Cable length: 1.8 m. Recommended usage: Office. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Mouse

Mouse included No

 

Features

Cable length 1.8 m
Plug and Play Yes

 

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 40 °C
Storage temperature (T-T) -40 - 70 °C

 

Power

Power source type USB
Power consumption 16 mA

 

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported

Windows 10, Windows 11

Linux operating systems
supported

Yes

Other operating systems
supported

ChromeOS

 

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84716060
Master (outer) case width 292 mm
Master (outer) case length 492 mm
Master (outer) case height 202 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 11 kg

 

Packaging data

Quick start guide Yes
Package width 188 mm
Package depth 480 mm
Package height 27 mm
Package weight 1.05 kg



Sustainability

Sustainability compliance Yes
Sustainability certificates RoHS, CE

 

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions
(WxDxH)

459 x 182 x 20 mm

Keyboard weight 930 g

 

Package type Box

 

Design

Backlight No
Keyboard style Straight
Flexible keyboard Yes
Full-size keyboard Yes
Wrist rest Yes
Adjustable keyboard height Yes
Product colour Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Protection features Spill resistant
LED indicators Yes
Mean time to failure (MTTF) 150000 h

 

Keyboard

Recommended usage Office
Device interface USB
Keyboard key switch Membrane
Keyboard layout QWERTZ
Keyboard language German
Pointing device No
Keyboard form factor Full-size (100%)
Numeric keypad Yes
Keyboard number of keys 104
Keyboard keys operating life 20 million characters
Hot keys Yes
Multimedia keys Yes
Connectivity technology Wired
USB hub No
Purpose PC/Server
Fingerprint reader No
Key travel distance 2.2 mm
Key pitch 1.9 cm
Silent keys Yes
Noise level 45 dB
Spill-resistant up to 60 ml
Angle adjustment (max) 8°
Keyboard keys technology Plunger
Certification FCC, GS

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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